MODEL AC6007

Pay Station / Token Dispenser
This front load, dual hopper, floor model
machine is designed to accept cash or credit
cards to dispense tokens and is well suited
for flat rate parking applications when used
with our Model 305 token station. It holds up
to a 24,000 token capacity. Included in this
model are a large, backlit LCD Instruction
Screen with 4 programmable selections, a
receipt and audit printer, a $1 Coin/Quarter
Acceptor, and a Light-Up Marquee.

Product Features:














Credit card reader:
Accepts Visa, Master Card, and
American Express. Turnkey
operation includes optional
processing company
Pyramid validator accepts: $1, $5,
$10, $20
Stacker capacity: 1,100 bills
Operates over a phone line or
optional IP connection
Hopper capacity: Up to 24,000
tokens
$1 coin/quarter acceptor
Keypad
Four programmable selections
LCD screen
Receipt and audit printer
Operates on dedicated or nondedicated phone line
Token range:
Diameter: 3/4” to 1 1/8”
Thickness: .049” to .098”

Dimensions:





28” W
63 1/2” H
18” D with marquee
Weight: 285 lbs.
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System Description:
Central pay parking systems are designed to reduce the cost of operating a parking facility by
automating the payment process and reducing overhead. The AC6007 token dispenser and 305
token station are the most economical method of flat rate, central payment by cash or credit card.
Entrance to the parking facility can be by ticket machine, free open gate or traffic controller (tire
spikes).
When the visitor is ready to exit the parking facility, they will go to the AC6007 to pay for parking.
Payment is made by cash or credit card. After payment is complete, the AC6007 dispenses a
token that will be inserted in a Model 305 token station to open the exit barrier gate to exit the
facility.

Options:
 IDX electronic coin acceptor
 IDX tokens (500 ct.)
 Contact alarm
 Tilt alarm
 MARS validator ($1, $5, $10, $20)
 MARS 1,000 note stacker
 CoinCo Vantage validator ($1, $5, $10, $20) 500 note stacker
 Drill resistant T-Handles
 Lock & Key Medeco
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